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THEY WENT TO SEA IN A SIEVE

"I saw a Big splash and a streak of flame falling away in a steep
dive. The Junkers was so close that I could see the pilot and the outline

of the wing lit up By the flame." In these words the mid-upper gunner

described the end of a fight Between a Halifax and a Ju.88.

The Halifax was returning from the attack on Saarbrucken on the night
of July 29, and was over Charleroi when the Junkers appeared. The enemy

fighter made three separate attacks Before it was shot down.

The Halifax came out of the encounter severely damaged. Cannon

shells had entered the fuselage, two of its engines were hit and put out of

action, and the cooling system was made useless. There was much other

damage as well. But the pilot struggled along.

A few miles beyond the French coast there was further trouble, and the

pilot was forced to bring the bomber down on the water. As the Bomber hit

the sea the wireless operator was still at his post sending out S.O.S. signals.
He was hit on the head, But was thrown out into the water where he floated

semi-conscious and moaning.

The flight engineer took off his parachute harness and dived into the

sea. Guided by the moans, he swam through the darkness and Brought the

wireless operator Back to the aircraft. Supporting the wireless operator

with one arm, he clung with the other to a parachute harness held out By the

rest of the crew until all were safely in the dinghy.

The dinghy itself had been holed by bullets and, though they tried to

plug the holes, went on leaking badly. For the next 14 hours they were baling
out water.

They used their paddles, But currents kept carrying them nearer to

the French coast. "We could hear trains going By," said one of them, "and

I don't suppose we were more than four miles away."

They saved their rations. All they ate during the day was a few

malted milk tablets. They drank no water until they had Been seen By friendly
aircraft. Then they passed it round in celebration. Most of their

cigarettes were soaked, But one of the crew had a packet of 10 dry ones which

were shared. Later the mid-upper gunner produced 5 more dry cigarettes which

he had Been keeping as a surprise.

It was in the afternoon that they were spotted By a squadron of

Spitfires returning from a sweep. The Spitfires Broke formation and circled

to let the dinghy crew know that they had Been seen. An hour later they were

picked up By an Air Sea Rescue launch.


